
Security File Cabinets 
Multi-Drawer Filing Cabinet with Combination Lock
Models: SLFCAB10, SLFCAB20

HOW TO SET A CUSTOM PASS CODE:
1. Adjust the pin to your current pass code (By default, the lock pin is set to “0000”).
 

2. Completely remove the top drawer from the cabinet and on the inside of the cabinet switch the  
    lever located on the lock from the B to A position.

3. While lever is in A position - set the desired new code. Make sure the 4 dials you set are exactly     
    parallel and lined up - you don’t want to set to the wrong number by mistake! (Sample below).

4. Once your new pass code is entered, change the lever back from A to the B position.

5. Make sure to write down & remember your code! There is no way to recover it once it is set!
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SETUP:
1. Confirm the combination is set to “0000”and open the top drawer to separate the latch hook   
    from the lock  (Open the bottom drawer and remove the pencil case, the labels and transparent label caps).
2. Hang the pencil case at the left or right groove of cabinet.
3. Fix all the labels and label caps to the corresponding grooves.

INTRODUCTION:
1. Your file cabinet comes equipped with a programable combination dial to securely lock the   
    drawers (By default, the lock pin is set to “0000”).

Please note: The special latch design of the cabinet prevents the bottom drawers from opening 
unless the top drawer is pulled out. Even while pin is entered correctly the bottom drawers will be 
locked until the top drawer is opened.
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